. Therefore, in this study
41
we focus specifically on family stress, referring to this as childhood adversity and when using the term 42 stress we mean hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis activation, which has not been established in the 43 case of childhood adversity.
44
The effects of acute stress on life-history strategies in humans are even less well known, although a 45 few experimental studies have begun to examine causal links between physiological stress and 46 reproductive timing. Griskevicius et al. (2011) showed that priming psychological cues of mortality shifts individual fertility intentions. In the case this study, however, the only measures of stress 5 hormone secreted by the adrenal cortex similar to cortisol) to the female lizards delayed reproduction 62 in slow K-strategists, while accelerating reproduction in the fast r-strategists.
changes during maturation will alter resultant behaviour, to match local social and environmental conditions. Del Giudice et al. (2011) proposed the adaptive calibration model, which predicts that 66 responses to stress will depend on the individual's history of adversity. Specifically, those who 67 developed in a dangerous and unpredictable environment should show higher stress responsivity than 68 those who developed in an environment with moderate adversity. We hope to provide more empirical 69 evidence in support of differentiated stress responsivity to acute stressors based on the level of 70 exposure to childhood adversity, which adjust females' life-history trajectories.
71
While previous research has shown that there is an association between childhood adversity and 72 adult behaviour, we hope that by experimentally studying acute stress to add to the understanding of 73 both previous mortality priming studies and previous correlational research. Thus 
115
even when the event occurred years later. For example, women who wanted to become teenage has borne out the supposition that fertility intentions serve as consistent predictors of fertility 118 intentions (Schoen et al., 1999) . In this study, those who were sure they wanted a child were 119 some 5 to 7 times more likely to have one in the next few years than those who were sure they 120 did not. 
122
There is also a possibility that any adjustment in fertility intentions may not necessarily specific to 
133
In order to test this alternative hypothesis, we measured the discount preference of 63 of the 134 participants (participants were recruited in two blocks, and only the second block were asked 
138
to three hypothetical questions about the possible payoff to a prize. In the first question, the 139 participant was asked if they would prefer a prize of £400 today versus a prize of £1200 a year 140 from today. In the second and third questions, the future prize was reduced to £800 and £500
141
respectively (see Appendix B). From their responses, individuals were categorized from those 142 who strongly favoured delayed gratification (1) to those who strongly favoured immediate 143 gratification (4) (see Table 2 for the descriptive statistics for this measure). There was no = .64), therefore these results are not included in any further analysis. 
189
Immediately after the participants withdrew their hands from the water, the experimenter prompted 
238
Our findings suggest that both acute stress and childhood adversity (as measured by our response to 239 the family stress scale) play a part in female's reported ideal reproductive timing. We believe this is 
247
Using a laboratory stress paradigm to look at the effect of acute stress on ideal reproductive timing we 248 showed a significant effect of stress condition on female's reported age of first birth and marriage to 249 earlier ideals. These findings indicate that the acute stress condition caused women to want to get 250 married and have children sooner compared with participants in the non-stress condition. We also 251 sought to determine whether or not this was a specific effect on reproductive timing or instead a more 
262
Results from our studies support the large field of literature suggesting that childhood adversity 
278
serve to manage the psychological conflict created human's terror of death. Our study may have 279 involved some psychological priming as participants were warned that they might find experiences of 280 the cold pressor condition unpleasant and comfortable. One may also argue that physical pain could 281 still prime mortality implicitly. Ultimately, our data may not distinguish between these two ideas, and 282 they could be considered as proximate and ultimate explanations that are not mutually exclusive. strategy in the long term. We do not suppose that our stress manipulation permanently altered our permanent. However, frequent and/or severe exposure to stress, perhaps simply the physiological component, may adjust women's psychological preferences. An analogy might be the way a spring is 288 extended by a force. Up until its elastic limit, a spring will return to its original length when the force is 289 removed. But after that point, the spring will undergo plastic deformation, and will remain somewhat 290 extended after the force is removed. In the same way, perhaps women's life-history preferences may 291 be elastic until some limit of stress is reached, at which point they become plastic. Individual 292 differences in where that limit is and how they react after the limit may be analogous to the different 293 elastic limits and plastic deformation curves of different materials.
294
External predictive adaptive response accounts propose that childhood conditions serve as an
295
indicator of the adult environment into which the individual will mature thus making it advantageous for 
306
Our findings contribute to the growing field of literature of acute stress and life-history strategies that
307
has not been as extensively tested yet as the relationship of early childhood adversity. However, it is
308
probable that we have mainly tested women who have adopted strategies at the slow end of the life-309 history continuum as we worked with undergraduates had invested in continued education of bearing how this would translate to actual fertility behaviour a larger sample with more exposure to different 313 levels of adversity would be useful. It would also be interesting to measure other objective predictors 314 of fast life history strategies such as age of first sexual encounter or number of previous pregnancies 315 or abortions, although we found no baseline differences in age of menarche (another predictor), as expected after random assignment. Furthermore, a more diverse sample would also allow for the 317 study of populations exposed to higher levels of energetic stress, limited resource availability and 
329
strategies and the stress response system such that women exposed to more childhood adversity 330 react to acute stress by shifting the ideals to even earlier ages than those not exposed to childhood 331 adversity. We suggest that attention should be paid to acute stressors as well as childhood adversity 
